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Ramblin’ Robert Reynolds
BY Bernie McCarty

It was fourth down and one at Missouri's 33-yard line and the ball went to
sophomore Nebraska halfback Bobby Reynolds.
were confused.

Even writers covering the game
Was the play a sweep or option pass? It didn't matter because

Reynolds, blocking collapsed and he was confronted by what seemed to be the
entire Tiger defense. Reynolds retreated, dodged one gang of tacklers, brush-
ed off another with a stiff arm, and suddenly found himself all the way back
at the Nebraska 32. With defenders scattered all over the field, Reynolds
took off and headed for the Missouri goal line, 65 yards away. By the time
he reached the Tiger endzone he had danced through nearly 20 tackles. It was
the most remarkable run of the 1950 college football season.

In previous issues of the CFHS journal this writer has spotlighted 1950 stars
Vic Janowicz of Ohio State, the Heisman Trophy winner, Reds Bagnell of Penn,
named Player of the Year by the Helms Foundation, and soph Billy Vessels of
Oklahoma, the most underrated performer of the year.

Now it's time to begin discussing the gridders this writer believes were the
best backs of 1950, Reynolds and quarterback Babe Parilli of Kentucky. We
will probably never get around to the phenomenal Johnny Bright of Drake.
We'll focus on Ramblin' Robert Reynolds this issue.

It's important to note Reynolds operated with an "average" club and was not
aided by the kind of blocking up front Janowicz, Bagnell, Vessels and Parilli
enjoyed. A 5-11, 175-pounder, Reynolds ran, caught passes, flipped a few
passes and returned a few kicks, punted, booted the extra points, and saw
limited service on defense. A lot of backs did a lot of things before the
shift to the 3-man specialized backfields of today. It was as a ball carrier
that Reynolds was extraordinary.

Reynolds' "... secret is tremendous starting speed, plus the most deceptive
change of pace the midwest has seen since Red Grange," wrote Floyd Olds in
Illustrated Football Annual. "He has the running power to break through the
line and once through, he has the burst of speed and the ability to cut in the
right direction, which is the mark of a great back," was the assessment of
Reynolds in Stanley Woodward's Football-1951. Francis Wallace, writing in
Collier's magazine, came up with the most original description of Reynolds:
"The torso with a two-way twist." These are very nice, but rather generic
and only partially true evaluations of Reynolds the runner.

Ed Garich collaborated on an article in Football stars magazine to provide an
accurate picture of how Reynolds was able to stage a record-busting show in
1950. "To most fans who have seen Reynolds operate, it comes as a surprise
that he is not particularly big and not particularly fast. In track clothes
he ran the 100-yard dash in 10.6 seconds as a sophomore. Just fair for a
college player." Garich contributed this quote by Nebraska coach Bill Glass-
ford: "Reynolds may not be fast, but he runs around corners faster than any-
body I ever saw."

Garich added, Reynolds is "... the master of the stop-and-go technique. His
twisting, churning change of pace tactics wear out three pairs of football
shoes in a season." Now we're talking about a runner the likes of Oklahoma
State's Barry Sanders, perhaps the best stop-and-go-change-direction galloper
of all time. This is not intended to suggest Reynolds compares to Sanders.
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Reynolds was not as strong or as fast as
Sanders. But he certainly was every bit
as elusive and skilled at manuevering
behind his blockers.

Reynolds exploded on the football scene
in his first game, against Indiana, and
never stopped, gaining over 100 yards in
every game except at the end against
national champion Oklahoma in what may
have been his top performance.

Nebraska fans were well aware of Reynolds'
potential in advance, and a near-capacity
crowd of 35,000 showed up at Lincoln to
witness the Cornhuskers and Indiana battle
to a 20-20 draw. Reynolds scored all the
Husker points on 3 TDs and the two conver-
sions he tried. Indiana's season record
was a mediocre 3-5-1, but the Hoosiers
faced one of the toughest schedules in the
country, shocked Notre Dame, and had a
fleet of fine backs headed by HB Bobby
Robertson and QB Lou D'Achille.

Indiana led 14-13 in the third period when
the wind caught Reynolds' punt and the
Hoosiers took over at the Nebraska 29. At this point Reynolds literally went
wild. He pulled off a spectacular interception of a low pass at the 2-yard
stripe and returned to the Husker 20. Reynolds sailed 11 yards up the middle,
then stormed 16 yards outside tackle. At the Indiana 46 he started wide, cut
back over tackle and was gone. Reynolds' kick gave Nebraska a 20-14 lead.

The Huskers were a 14-point underdog against another Big Ten club, Minnesota,
on the road Oct. 7. Nebraska needed a break to turn back the Gophers 32-26.
Minnesota, like Indiana, struggled through a rugged schedule and managed only
one win. The Gophers did pull off one of the year's surprises, however, by
tying Big Ten champ Michigan. Minnesota actually outgained Nebraska on the
ground, 310 to 284 yards. The Gophers also fumbled 6 times and that cost them
the ball game -- that and the fact the Gophers couldn't stop Reynolds.

Reynolds raced for 161 yards in 17 carries, caught 2 passes, and saved a TD
by knocking down a long Minnesota pass. He scored on dashes of 22 yards and a
"fancy 67-yard exhibition of tricky running" in the first half as Nebraska
gained a 26-12 lead. The winning Husker TD was scored in the 4th quarter by
linebacker Verl Scott who recovered a fumble in the Minnesota endzone. Right
half Bill Mueller complimented Reynolds by rushing for 98 yards.

After the flashy showing against a pair of Big Ten schools, Nebraska fans
had visions of the Huskers challenging for the Big Seven crown. Colorado
(5-4-1), an up-and-down powerhouse with an exciting backfield, was up Oct. 14
at Boulder and rolled to a 28-19 triumph over the Huskers. Oklahoma had its
hands full stopping Colorado 27-18 later in the season.

After three quarters Colorado led 14-12, scoring on a 29-yard pass from soph
Zack Jordan to soph Woody Shelton and fullback Merwin Hodel's 33-yard run.
Reynolds reached paydirt on a short pass from QB Fran Nagle and a thrilling
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81-yard scamper. Hodel, a brilliant FB, tallied what proved to be the winning
TD on a 3-yard plunge in the fourth period. Reynolds finished by scoring all
of Nebraska's points after accepting an 11-yard TD toss from Nagle.

Reynolds & Co. bounced back the following week by thrashing Penn State 19-0
at home before 38,000. It was a close contest until the fourth period.
Reynolds scored on a 19-yard run in the opening stanza. The Lions (5-3-1)
then held Reynolds in check across the middle two periods, and dominated play
by marching to the Husker 9 and 4-yard lines before stalling. Reynolds broke
the game open midway through the final quarter by escaping for 26 and 43-yard
TD sprints. It was the third time in four games Reynolds tallied all his
team's points.

After four games Reynolds was pacing the nation's scorers with 72 points,
and his 186 yards against Penn State upped his rushing figure to 679 yards
(8.9 average), placing him high among the leaders in this department. The
season wasn't half over and already Reynolds was threatening all the confer-
ence scoring and rushing records.

Next up was Kansas, an even better ground-gobbling club than Nebraska with
three star ball carriers in Chuck Hoag, Wade Stinson and John Amberg. Stin-
son became just the third conference player to gain 1000 yards rushing, and
Hoag wasn't far behind. The only conference runner to gain 1000 yards be-
fore Reynolds and Stinson broke the barrier in 1950 was Bob Steuber of
Missouri in 1942.

Kansas (6-4) keyed on Reynolds and the scheme worked, sort of. Reynolds scored
only one TD while gaining 156 yards in 26 rushes.
passes for 35 yards. With the Jayhawkers concentrating on Reynolds, Nebraska

He also completed 2 of 2

FB Nick Adduci pounded for 133 yards in 20 carries, HB Ron Clark gained 66
yards in 9 carries (and played terrific pass defense), and Nagle hit 4 of 5
passes for 98 yards. For Kansas, Stinson rushed for 135 yards in 16 carries,
Hoag ran for 121 yards in 15 attempts and completed 2 of 5 passes for 40
yards, And Amberg added 10 carries for 74 yards.
watched the opponents combine for 916 yards,

The 39,000 fans at Lawrence
506 by Nebraska which had the

edge in the air.

On the second play of the game Stinson raced 48 yards to the endzone. Am-
berg's 10-yard TD run propelled Kansas to a 12-0 lead. Adduci set up the
first Husker score by bulling for 20 yards to the 2 on a fourth-down play.
He scored from the one and Reynolds converted to make it 12-7 at the end of
the first quarter. In the second period Hoag sandwiched a 30-yard TD burst
between scoring passes of 18 and 29 yards from Nagle to ends Dick Regier and
Frank Simon. Nebraska took a 20-19 lead into intermission. There were no
punts in the first half, though Reynolds faked once and ran for a first down.

Husker guard Rex Hoy scored the only TD of the third quarter when he grabbed
a deflected Kansas pass and rumbled 56 yards. Reynolds converted and Nebraska
had its winning points. In the fourth period Reynolds weaved 50 yards before
being pulled down from behind, setting up his 4-yard TD run. Stinson added
the final Kansas TD as the Huskers prevailed 33-26.

Think the Nebraska-Kansas game was wild? The next tilt was even more of a
heartstopper as the Huskers came from behind again to edge Missouri 40-34.
The Tigers, only 4-5-1 overall, were potent in the second half of the season,
beating Kansas and Colorado after the loss to Nebraska at Lincoln.

We'll try to be brief here. The headline screamed, "Reynolds Wrecks M.U.".
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Kansas City Star sports editor Ernest Mehl penned, "Quite often hemmed in by
a Missouri defense keyed up to stalk him Reynolds yet enjoyed one of his most
spectacular afternoons." After Missouri jumped off to a 14-0 lead Reynolds
scored twice in the second quarter on a 14-yard sweep and 35-yard catch of a
Nagle pass in the endzone "while outvoted by zealous Missouri defenders."

His 33-yard TD run in the fourth period, reviewed at the start or this essay,
upped Nebraska's lead to 40-27. Reynolds rushed 25 times for 175 yards.
the Huskers, Nagle fired 3 TD passes, and Adduci and Clark performed well.

For

Johnny Glorioso, running, passing and kicking, was the Tiger standout, along
with FB Ed Stephens who scored 3 TDs.

Even weak Kansas State (1-9-1) got away to an early lead against Nebraska,
14-7, before succumbing 49-21. It was Reynolds' day as he broke the confer-
ence scoring and rushing records.
carrying the ball just 15 times, but he gained 141 yards and scored 3 TDs on

Reynolds actually was used sparingly,

dashes of 15, 22 and 31 yards. And he added 5 PATS. Reynolds' totals after
7 games were 126 points and 1151 yards rushing. Steuber had set the old
marks of 121 points and 1098 yards in 12 games. Adduci and Mueller had big
days, too, and Nagle completed 7 of 9 passes, 5 to Simon, for 158 yards. Don
Bloom returned the second half kickoff 88 yards for a TD.

Iowa state (3-6-1), like Nebraska's opening-day opponent, Indiana, had a
mediocre record, but was a mighty tough club. The Cyclones were outstanding
on defense and presented one of the nation’s top passing duos, Bill Weeks to
Jim Doran. Iowa State upset Colorado and fell just 20-7 to Oklahoma. It was
close all the way with Nebraska earning a 20-13 win.

The AP reported, "Bob Reynolds turned puncher and pin-pointing punter today."
Reynolds set up the first Husker TD by punting out of bounds at the Iowa
state 5. The Cyclones fumbled away the pigskin at the 6 and Adduci scored in
2 plunges. Reynolds converted and Nebraska led 7-0 at halftime. Week's passes
moved the Cyclones to a TD following the third quarter kickoff, and he scored
on a 19-yard run. The PAT failed. Reynolds gained 35 yards "with darting
slashes into the line" as the Huskers retailed with a 60-yard drive. "From
the 4-yard line, with Iowa state bunched expecting a Reynolds smash, Adduci
skipped around end to score."
final TD on a 7-yard run.

That made it 14-6, and Reynolds tallied the
"Iowa State's well-coached defense" limited Rey-

nolds to 106 yards on 26 rushes.

The victory set up Nebraska's shot at a tie for the Big Seven crown in the
season finale at Norman, Oklahoma Nov. 25. The Huskers were 6-1-1 overall
and 4-1 in the conference entering the contest. The Sooners, roaring along
with a 29-game winning streak, rated an overwhelming favorite. In the back-
field Oklahoma exhibited Vessels,
QB in Claude Arnold.

All-America FB Leon Heath, and a dandy
They were all magnificent against Nebraska. It was in

the line, and on defense where the Sooners had a clear advantage. Reynolds'
astounding first-half performance enabled Nebraska to retire at intermission
with a 21-21 tie. The Husker rambler was pooped, however, and Oklahoma
pulled away for a 49-35 triumph.

Oklahoma coach Bud Wilkinson commented,
in a long, long time.

"Reynolds is the best boy I've seen
How are you going to defend against a back like that?"

Oklahoma guard Norman Mcnabb said, "I've been playing college football for
five years and I've never seen anything like him. I don't know how he does
it, but he's almost impossible to tackle. It's his fake, I think. He just
fakes you out of there."

Reynolds' first-half TD runs covered 14, 16 and 20 yards. Bob Busby of the
Kansas City Star wrote, "Reynolds' 16-yard scoring run over tackle, with the
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Sooners massed tight against him, was the finest solo piece of running this
observer ever has seen. It wasn't a long run, but it was as spectacular as
any 80-yard gallop you ever saw."

Two punts by Reynolds also deserve mention.
his own goal line,

In a clutch punting spot near
Reynolds dropped the ball, picked it up and kicked out of

danger. Another time Oklahoma's All-America tackle, Jim Weatherall, rushed
in to block the kick. Reynolds dodged Weatherall, ran to his right, and with
nowhere to escape, booted the ball 50 yards over the safety's head.

For the game, Reynolds carried 25 times for 89 yards, all but one yard gain-
ed in the first half. He completed one pass for 33 yards which led to a TD,
caught 2 passes for 21 yards,
ed 5 conversions.

and his 4 punts averaged 45 yards. And he kick-
With Reynolds exhausted in the second half, the Huskers

switched to a spread formation and Nagle hit 13 of 21 passes for 127 yards
to ignite two scoring marches. He tallied one TD and pitched for the other.
Adduci, mainly a blocker this day, set up two TDs with runs of 29 and 39
yards.

Arnold produced three TDs, scoring twice and passing 23 yards to Heath. A
58-yard run by Heath after accepting an Arnold pass set up a TD. It was
strictly a Vessels show in the second half as the deep Oklahoma line gained
the edge against the thinly-manned Huskers. In all, Vessels rushed for 208
yards in 18 carries, scored 3 TDs, one a 69-yard run "on a dizzy display of
stepping and reversal of directions," and completed the only pass he threw
for 24 yards and a fourth TD. One wonders what Reynolds could have accomp-
lished in 1950 with that Sooner wall in front of him. Weatherall "stayed in
the Nebraska backfield moat of the day."

For the year, Reynolds totaled 157 points on 22 TDs and 25 PATS, an NCAA
scoring record and the most points anyone had scored in "major" competition
in 30 years. He was second in the nation in rushing with 1342 yards in 193
attempts, averaging 7.0 yards per carry. Reynolds' figure was the most yards
ever gained against a full slate of major opponents.

What happened the rest of Reynolds' career is another story. But for one
season, at least, considering his supporting cast wasn't knee deep in All-
America talent, Reynolds ranks among the finest runners who ever played the
game.
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